
Milling

Is the mechanical process of reducing the particle size 
of solids. 

Various terms ( crushing –disintegration--dispersion –
grinding---& pulverization)

Milling equipment is classified as coarse, intermediate, 
or fine according to the size of the milled product.

Size is expressed in terms of mesh (no. of openings per 
linear inch of a screen).



Pharmaceutical application

(The surface area 
per unit weight ) 

which is known as ( the specific surface)



benefits of  milling

1-This increased specific surface affects the therapeutic
efficiency of medicinal compounds that possess a low
solubility in body fluids by increasing the area of contact
between the solid & the dissolving fluid.

2-The drying of wet masses may be facilitated by milling, 
which increases the surface area & reduces the distance 
the moisture must travel within the particle to reach the 
outer surface.   



3- The mixing or blending of several solid
ingredients of a pharmaceutical is easier &
more uniform if the ingredients are
approximately the same size. This provides a
greater uniformity of dose. Solid
pharmaceuticals that are artificially colored
are often milled to distribute the coloring
agent to ensure that the mixture is not
mottled & is uniform from batch to batch.



Size distribution & measurement

• Naturally occurring particulate solids & milled solids, the
shape of particles is irregular & the size of the particles
varies within the range of the largest & smallest particles.

• There is no known method of defining an irregular particle
in geometric terms ; however statistical methods have been
developed to express the size of an irregular particle in
terms of diameter.
For an irregular particle an equivalent particle with the
same surface or volume may be substituted. For
convenience of mathematical treatment, an irregular
particle is considered in terms of an equivalent sphere. So
the irregular particle expressed as diameter.



The main methods are used to 
measure particle size are

microscopy

Sedimentationsieving



microscopy

• Is the most direct method for size distribution
measurement. Its lower limit of application is
determined by the resolving power of the
lens.

https://www.google.com/search?q=microscope&hl=en&tbm=isch&source=hp&biw=1242&bi
h=597&ei=c_2MYJveGqGLlwTxrrfIDA&oq=microscope&gs_lcp=CgNpbWcQAzICCAAyAggAMgII
ADICCAAyAggAMgIIADICCAAyAggAMgIIADICCAA6CAgAELEDEIMBOgUIABCxA1DXSFjCX2DvaW
gAcAB4AIABlwGIAboLkgEEMC4xMJgBAKABAaoBC2d3cy13aXotaW1nsAEA&sclient=img&ved=
0ahUKEwjb4-qy9afwAhWhxYUKHXHXDckQ4dUDCAc&uact=5#imgrc=VGaeH-tQJXsFUM



White 
light

• an ordinary microscope is used to measure 
particles from 0.4 to 150 microns.

ultraviol
et

• The lower limit may be extended to 0.1 micron

ultramic
roscope

• The resolution is improved by use of a darkfeild
illumination& the size range is from 0.01 to 0.2 
micron 



The diameters  of the particles on the slide are measured by means 
of a calibrated filar micrometer eyepiece. 

the hairline of the eye piece is moved by the micrometer to one edge 
of a particle & the reading on the micrometer is recorded.

The hairline is then moved to the opposite edge of the particle being 
measured & the micrometer is read. 

The difference between the 2 readings is the diameter of the particle.

All of the particles are measured along an arbitrary fixed line.



https://www.google.com/search?q=microscope+to+measure+particle+size&tbm=isch&ved=2ahUKEwj5g-
a59afwAhXO0oUKHQsVDrIQ2-
cCegQIABAA&oq=microscope+to+measure+particle+size&gs_lcp=CgNpbWcQAzoECAAQQzoCCAA6BggAE
AgQHjoECAAQGFDA_hFY0LoSYPu8EmgAcAB4AIAB2AOIAeEdkgEKMC4yMS4yLjEuMZgBAKABAaoBC2d3cy1
3aXotaW1nwAEB&sclient=img&ei=gv2MYPm6As6llwSLqriQCw&bih=597&biw=1242&hl=en#imgrc=HuMo
A2HMszzlEM



Eyepieces with grids of circles & squares are used to
compare the cross sectional area of each particle in the
microscopic field with one of the numbered patterns. The
number of particles that best fits one of the numbered
particles is recorded. The process repeated until the size
range is covered.

Total number of fields depends on the number of particles
per field. Acc to British std at least 625 particles and this
depends on the particle size distribution. If it is wide so need
to read more. If it is narrow so 200 particles are enough.

There is a considerable variation among operators using the
microscopy technique.

https://www.google.com/search?q=eyepiece+with+grids&tbm=isch&ved=2ahUKEwiIgpf9-
KfwAhUK44UKHfSpBAwQ2-
cCegQIABAA&oq=eyepiece+with+grids&gs_lcp=CgNpbWcQAzoCCAA6BggAEAUQHjoGCAAQCBAeOgQIABA
YUL2VBVisuwVg0MIFaABwAHgAgAF7iAGSCZIBBDAuMTCYAQCgAQGqAQtnd3Mtd2l6LWltZ8ABAQ&sclient
=img&ei=NAGNYIiYKIrGlwT005Jg&bih=597&biw=1242&hl=en#imgrc=qOniOB2v6ym9VM



Sieving is the most widely used 
because 

inexpensive

The lower limit of 
application is to be 

50 microns, 
micromish sieves 
are available for 
extending the 

lower limit to 10 
microns  

Little 
variation 
between 
operator

rapid

simple



A sieve consist of a pan with a bottom of wire cloth with square 
openings. 

In the united state 2 
standards of sieves are 

used 

1- the tyler std scale

2- u.s std scale

The procedure 
involves the 

mechanical shaking 
of a sample through 

a series of 
successively smaller 

sieves & the 
weighing of portion 

of the sample 
retained on each 

sieve.



1
2

3 4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AM-NrQoRIYY



5 6

7
8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AM-NrQoRIYY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XbxQ_OiINt4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XbxQ_OiINt4




Factors affect on sieving

1-the type of 
motion influences 
sieving: vibratory 

motion is most 
efficient followed 

successively by 
side-tap motion, 

bottom –tap 
motion, rotary 

motion.

2- time is an 
important factor in 

sieving 

3-the load or 
thickness of 

powder per unit 
area of sieve 

influences the 
time of sieving .

https://www.google.com/search?q=pile+on+the+seive&tbm=isch&ved=2ahUKEwiMlvWo-
afwAhWNEGMBHTcACcMQ2-
cCegQIABAA&oq=pile+on+the+seive&gs_lcp=CgNpbWcQAzoECAAQQzoICAAQsQMQgwE6BQg
AELEDOgIIADoGCAAQBRAeOgYIABAIEB46BAgAEBhQ8oWECFiH0oQIYJjWhAhoAHAAeACAAbYB
iAH0EZIBBDAuMTeYAQCgAQGqAQtnd3Mtd2l6LWltZ8ABAQ&sclient=img&ei=kAGNYIyOF42hjL
sPt4CkmAw&bih=597&biw=1242&hl=en#imgrc=xk35m9MM-9sWAM



The size of the 
particles retained 

is taken as the 
arithmetic or 

geometric mean 
of the 2 sieves

A powder passing 
a 30-mesh & 

retained on a 45-
mesh sieve is 
assigned an 

arithmetic mean 
diameter of  (590 

+350)/2=470 
micron 



sedimentation

• May be used over a size range from 1 to 200
microns.

• The sedimentation method is based on the
dependence of the rate of sedimentation of the
particles on their size as expressed by stokes
equation

• This applicable to free spheres that are falling at
constant rate.



If the concentration of the suspension does 
not exceed 2%, there is no significant 
interaction  between the particles & they 
are settle  independent of each other.



Anderson method





Theory of comminution

• The mechanical behavior of solids which under the
stress are strained & deformed as shown below

• The initial linear portion of the curve is defined by
Hooks law ( stress is proportional to strain).

• Youngs modulus( slop of linear portion) expresses the
stiffness or softness in dynes per square centimeter.

• The stress – strain curve becomes nonlinear at the
yield point a measure of the resistance to permanent
deformation.

• The area under the curve represents the energy of
fructure.





https://www.google.com/search?q=particles+with+cracks&tbm=isch&ved=2ahUKEwjhj5SOuKj
wAhUCZRoKHVRfAHYQ2-
cCegQIABAA&oq=particles+with+cracks&gs_lcp=CgNpbWcQAzoECAAQQzoICAAQsQMQgwE6B
QgAELEDOgIIADoGCAAQBRAeOgYIABAIEB46BAgAEBhQs8haWPKAW2DYhFtoAHAAeAGAAZEIi
AHWJJIBDjAuMTYuMi41LTEuMS4xmAEAoAEBqgELZ3dzLXdpei1pbWfAAQE&sclient=img&ei=Z
0ONYKHAKoLKadS-gbAH&bih=597&biw=1242&hl=en#imgrc=No0IsY1e1Jdm9M





The most efficient mills utilizes less than 1% of the
energy input to fracture. 

The rest of the energy is dissipated in 

1- Elastic deformation of unfractured particles

2-Transport of material  within the milling chamber 

3-Friction between particles

4-Friction between particles & mill 

5- Heat

6- Vibration & noise 

7-Inefficiency of transmission & motor



If the force of impact does not exceed the elastic limit ( 
region of Hookes law) ,the material is reversibly 
deformed or stressed. 

When the force is removed ,the particle returns to its 
original condition, & the mechanical energy of stress in 
the deformed particle appear as heat.

For polymeric  material hysteresis is frequent occurs in 
the stress strain cycle the area of the loop represents 
the dissipation of stress energy( usually heat). 



A force that exceeds the elastic limit fractures the particle. Usually, the
surfaces of particles are irregular, so that the force is initially taken on
the high portion of the surface, with the result that high stresses and
temperatures may be set up locally in the material.
As fracture occurs the points of application of the force are shifted.
The energy for the new surfaces is partially supplied by the release of
stress energy.



Crystalline materials fracture along crystal cleavage planes; noncrystalline
materials fracture at random. If an ideal crystal were pressed with an increasing
force, the force would be distributed uniformly throughout its structure until the
crystal disintegrated into its individual units.
A real crystal fractures under much less force into a few relatively large particles

and several fine particles, with relatively few particles of intermediate size.
Crystals of pure substances have internal weaknesses due to missing atoms or
ions in their lattice structures and to flaws arising from mechanical or thermal
stress.





Energy of comminution

• The energy required to reduce the size of 
particles is inversely proportional to the size 
raised to some power. This may be expressed 
mathematically as:

Where dE is the amount of energy required to 
produce a change in size , dD, of unit mass of 
material & where C &n are constants.



Types of mills
a mill consist of 3 basic parts 

1-feed chute , which delivers the 
material

2-grinding 
mechanism 

,usually 
consisting of a 
rotor & stator

3- discharge 
chute 



• The principle of operation depends on direct pressure
,impact from a sharp blow, attrition or cutting .

• In most mills the grinding effect is a combination of
these actions.

• The manner in which the operator feeds a mill
markedly affects the product.

• 1- If the rate is of feed is slow, the product discharged
readily & the amount of undersize or fines is
minimized.

• 2- If the mill is choke fed at a fast rate , the material is
in the milling chamber for along time as its discharge



• is impeded by the mass of material. This
provide a greater reduction of particle size but
the capacity of the mill is reduced & power
consumption is increased.

• Choke feed is used when a small amount of
material is to be milled in one operation.

• The rate of discharge should be equal to the
rate of feed, which is such that the milling
parts can operate most effectively.



Hammer mill 

• The hammer mill is an impact mill using a high speed rotor
to which a no. of swinging hammers are fixed.

• The material is fed at the top or center, thrown out
centrifugally,& ground by impact of the hammers or against
the plates around the periphery of the casing.

• The clearance between the housing and the hammers
contributes to the size reduction. The matrial retained until
it is small enough to fall through the screen.

• Particles fine enough to pass through the screen.
• The hammer mill versatility makes it use to mil dry

materials, wet filter press cakes, ointments & slurries .
• The size of the product size is controlled by selecting the

speed of hammers & the size & type of screen.



Hammer mill

https://www.google.com/search?q=hammer+mill&tbm=isch&ved=2ahUKEwjfwsH_xqjwAhUI0
OAKHdKGBYoQ2-
cCegQIABAA&oq=hammer+mill&gs_lcp=CgNpbWcQAzICCAAyAggAMgIIADICCAAyAggAMgIIAD
ICCAAyAggAMgIIADICCAA6BAgAEEM6BQgAELEDOgQIABADOgcIABCxAxBDOggIABCxAxCDAVC
0jaQDWO-
8pANgsMCkA2gAcAB4BIABjgGIAcAUkgEEMC4yMJgBAKABAaoBC2d3cy13aXotaW1nsAEAwAEB
&sclient=img&ei=A1ONYJ-
1H4iggwfSjZbQCA&bih=597&biw=1242&hl=en#imgrc=rsJNUxRqG5ftbM

https://www.google.com/search?q=hammer+mill&tbm=isch&ved=2ahUKEwjfwsH_xqjwAhUI0
OAKHdKGBYoQ2-
cCegQIABAA&oq=hammer+mill&gs_lcp=CgNpbWcQAzICCAAyAggAMgIIADICCAAyAggAMgIIAD
ICCAAyAggAMgIIADICCAA6BAgAEEM6BQgAELEDOgQIABADOgcIABCxAxBDOggIABCxAxCDAVC
0jaQDWO-
8pANgsMCkA2gAcAB4BIABjgGIAcAUkgEEMC4yMJgBAKABAaoBC2d3cy13aXotaW1nsAEAwAEB
&sclient=img&ei=A1ONYJ-
1H4iggwfSjZbQCA&bih=597&biw=1242&hl=en#imgrc=6zWdVYvCLI7QLM



https://www.google.com/search?q=hammer+mi
ll+blunt+knife&tbm=isch&ved=2ahUKEwj43JnV4
KjwAhU6DmMBHVjkC1AQ2-
cCegQIABAA&oq=hammer+mill+blunt+knife&gs
_lcp=CgNpbWcQAzoECAAQQzoCCAA6BggAEAgQ
HjoECAAQGFCBnhdY6MUXYOXIF2gAcAB4AIABq
QWIAeMTkgELMC45LjEuMS4wLjGYAQCgAQGqA
Qtnd3Mtd2l6LWltZ8ABAQ&sclient=img&ei=7m2
NYPitBrqcjLsP2MivgAU&bih=597&biw=1242&hl
=en#imgrc=7PGf3Tc7OWN8dM







https://www.google.com/search?q=seives+of+solid+fbrics&tbm=isch&ved=2ahUKEwjK_PuO4
qjwAhXK_IUKHX72AngQ2-
cCegQIABAA&oq=seives+of+solid+fbrics&gs_lcp=CgNpbWcQAzoECAAQQzoFCAAQsQM6AggA
OgcIABCxAxBDOgYIABAFEB46BggAEAoQGDoECAAQGDoGCAAQCBAeULGZOFjy_Thg3YA5aABw
AHgAgAGQAYgBhheSAQQwLjIymAEAoAEBqgELZ3dzLXdpei1pbWfAAQE&sclient=img&ei=c2-
NYIr3Kcr5lwT-7IvABw&bih=597&biw=1242&hl=en#imgrc=0_d02XsI4q4_iM

https://www.google.com/search?q=seives+of+solid+fbrics&tbm=isch&ved=2ahUKEwj
K_PuO4qjwAhXK_IUKHX72AngQ2-
cCegQIABAA&oq=seives+of+solid+fbrics&gs_lcp=CgNpbWcQAzoECAAQQzoFCAAQsQ
M6AggAOgcIABCxAxBDOgYIABAFEB46BggAEAoQGDoECAAQGDoGCAAQCBAeULGZOFj
y_Thg3YA5aABwAHgAgAGQAYgBhheSAQQwLjIymAEAoAEBqgELZ3dzLXdpei1pbWfAA
QE&sclient=img&ei=c2-NYIr3Kcr5lwT-
7IvABw&bih=597&biw=1242&hl=en#imgrc=kArt33edFoMdyM









https://www.twpinc.com/20-mesh-t304-stainless-016-wire-dia


